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Russia,

Putin, Medvedev, Lavrov must be removed from the Kremlin.

They build wars...and break down the Russian ecoonomy needlessly.

We get a war in Europe due to their lies!

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847

/obama.medvedev.bashir.socrates.icc.fbi.15juli2011.pdf

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847
/icc.rechtzaak.defensie.marechaussee.europol.politie.vakbonden.15april2015.pdf

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847
/icc.lawcase.nato.navo.un.charter.nl.dictatorship.war.russia.china.10may2015.pdf

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847

/icc.rechtzaak.angelamerkel.onderzoeksraad.wifka.koning.markrutte.mh17.7april2015.pdf

More PDFs in English on my website.
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press.release@china.org.cn

Putin, Medvedev, Obama, Clinton,

about:blank
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It would be really nice if you show some respect for

the social intelligence of a woman: Me, Myself & I.

Earth is hell, because you men want it to be hell.

Putin & Medvedev.... 

If you want to stop war, send me a letter in which you apologize for
keeping ICC open as a laundryservice for Western-leader.

And give me a settlement & payment for the damage you caused me

= 2 million euro.

This will result in the fact that I can no longer put the 2 of you in ICC-prison.

And it proves that Russia is serious with Peace.

Nato can no longer be a war-maker.

The MH17-theaterplay will be over too.
And ICC can no longer falsify the Georgia- Ukraine - NL investigation.

Angelamerkel will get her wake up call; my goodness what a stuid cow that woman is!

Obama will follow you good-practice in relationship with me = stop the war-makery.

And all the other leaders I started an ICC-lawcase against, will follow your example.

DesireeStokkel

China, you operate low-intelligent at the moment.

http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/10/30/us-philippines-china-arbitration-

idUSKCN0SN26320151030

Thehague Arbitration-tribunal claims to have jurisdiction in the Phillippines - China -sea
conflict.

China should have said since the summor of 2014:
'Thehague Arbitration-tribunal has lost its authority since there is an

ICC-lawcase
against the full NL-parliament,  King Willem-Alexander - Electoral council in NL.

This Arbitration-tribunal lobbies with official dictators'.

China makes things worse, be taking a sanctimonious position in relationship with NL.
Its this attitude of China that slows down the economy.

Politicians are cowards; they refuse to end conflicts with the building of a Fairtrade & eko

world.

You can better take power into your own hands.

about:blank
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When UK manage to put Tonyblair on trial for the Iraq-war all ICC-manipulations will

come out,
in an extremely violent Europe.

D.

 

-------- Doorgestuurd bericht --------

Scotcourts,

There is a reason for my flood of emails:

 'I need you to realize that Peace-makery has its own rythm next
to the war-makery'.

People of Earth are not used to analyse & understand the 2 different rythms;

they are hooked on the war-makery... As if its a prostitute they need to use and keep
under controle.

Fiasco!

The Galaxy gives me 'a View to Kill'.

I may overlook both productions-lines... on their calendar.

I can 'wish whaterver I want, but when G&G oppose.... I can drop dead.
Or they give me info I did not ask for, for the Evolution they planned'.

What do the Scotcourts need?

You don't want ICC to have the freedom the intensify more MiddleEast - Balkan -

EU-war.

And here we go.....

You don't want the NL-judiciarycouncil - NL-barassosiation - HCSSlobby for FAKE security
to sneakily brainwash the Scottish people... while you are unaware of it'.

You don't want the Terrorists - Refugees to discover that Downingstreet10 carefully
planned

misused ICC, to keep TonyBlair & DavidCameron out of ICC-prison... via my ICC-lawcase
against NL.

about:blank
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You don't want the UK-people to become so fairfull & angry - now there is too much

civilwar going on in EU -
that they turn to the street to put Blair & Cameron in ICC-prison.

You don't want the UK-people to discover 'that Prince Charles only helped me out in

a half-done way'.  T

The Young Princes William & Harry and their relatives,  are mainly

disconnected from the NL-monarchy.  This is not enough.

Especially not now Harry 'works more with weapons than with Courtcases to
stop conflicts'. The wrong image, that 'pisses people off' = filthy anger.

You don't want the media - BBC, Guardian, Independence - to continue to lie about the

criminal setting of Downingstreet10 inside ICC. 
The longer the media lies, the more individual Terrorist - Refugees we will have, who do

kill & rape.

In NL we have a refind network of Refugees who have become

Humantraffickers,
who succeed in  detouring around ICC - HCSS lobby- Parliament - Politice.

Only a small group is caught and put into prison, a big laugh.

Not all the sexual assaults & rapes are made public in NL.

What can be done?

Downingstreet 10 has to admitt that they have misused my ICC-lawcase against NL
to keep ICC a laundry-service  to the benefit of  few mightyfull politicians.

DavidCameron must leave office, for this reason.
He must be banned to a tiny small Island.... located nearby Australia ... or so...

DavidCameron must offer me a settlement & payment for the damage he caused

me
= 1 million Euro.

This wil result in the fact 'that I a Dutch woman can no longer put him in
ICC-prison',

but the UK-people can... if they wish to.

This move of Cameron will and has to go public.
ICC-will be forced to start to operate as a fair court of Law, under my supervision.

NL- parliament & King can no longer misuse ICC as laundryservice for their torture &

killings.

This will stop Terrorist- Refugees, now they see 'that I am smart... and show them how

to do
demand Justice in warzone without violence'.

I want 1 million Euro from Downingstreet 10.

about:blank
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This give me the opportunity to relate to UK and write a new course Dutch for

Scotland.

I can teach Kate 'how to become a Dutch mum', what see can pass on to
Scots-mums.

I do have to become the First Female President of NL, but only for 3 months.

I call for new Elections
Clean the NL-parliament

Clean up political parties = they are going to work by the Constitution and
Humanright treaties for a change!

Remove the NL-monarchy
Conduct my constitution for Republic NL by decree

Conduct my Immigrationlaw.ICC.2015

After 3 months Terrorist - Refugees understand 'that they can better build a State of Law

in their Homeland,
than start wars for fun..and become a refugee....'

I'm a Mum first, a Future-bringer second.
Have learned to accept it by trial & error. Au, au, au...

Make DavidCameron operate legally correct, for the Future of UK.

DesireeStokkel

My Galaxy name: Josephine in 't Niks.

A mixture of Napoleon, the only woman he loved Josephine and JeanneD'arc.

We all have a Galaxy-name.

-------- Doorgestuurd bericht --------

Prince Charles, Scotland, DouglasHenshall, Tena,

about:blank
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What you see here is the Lobby that brings  NL- EU into war.

This also shows 'how dangerous the media is on Planet Earth'.

When there would not have been corruption - favourism between 

NL-Judiciairy council --- NL-parliament --- media,  I didn't have to start the
ICC-lawcase against NL in may2007.

In NL we would not have PVV GeertWilders, who builds a war;

our politicians would not have been so lazy & unscrupulous.
The media is to blame here.   Thats why I also started and ICC-lawcase against

NL-media-makers, in 2015.

When the media would have informed the NL-people in 2007,

we would not have had 'tha ArabSpring and all those wars following it'.

When the Kremlin - Downingstreet10 - Whitehouse - Jordan - Portugal would
have helped me turn ICC into a fair Court of Law in 2008- 2011,

we would not have the distribution of the Middle-East war into the Balkan - EU.

When Buckinghampalace would have helped me more - than they have done -

UK would not have been at such a big war-risk due to Nato-lies.

We would not have had the Ukraine war. Not the MH17 flightcrash above
Ukraine.

We would not have the EU - Baltics row with Russia.

Europe would not have to receive voer 1.5 million refugees...

The group-dynamic between Politicians & Rules --- People
will increase the number of small 'sings of war in EU'.

Like the 4 years old Bosnia boy kidnapped and killed by a German, last week.

When people continue to refuse to grow in Social Intelligence,

Earth is lost for coming generations.

This time 'there is no way back', because we break down Earth on every plateau
we have created ourselves.

DesireeStokkel

-------- Doorgestuurd bericht --------

Onderwerp:There is already an ICC-lawcase against DavidCameron! Work with Justice,

not Lobby Re: MPs join meeting against the bombing of Syria

about:blank
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Datum:Fri, 30 Oct 2015 06:06:36 +0100

Van:destokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:Stop the War Coalition <office@stopwar.org.uk>

Stop the War,

Your lobby is 'almost useless'.
Politicians laiugh you in the face.

There is already an InternationalCriminalCourt case against:

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847
/obama.medvedev.cameron,bashir.socrates.icc.fbi.15juli2011.pdf

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847
/icc.rechtzaak.defensie.marechaussee.europol.politie.vakbonden.15april2015.pdf

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847

/icc.lawcase.nato.navo.un.charter.nl.dictatorship.war.russia.china.10may2015.pdf

There is something about you I don't understand.

You want TonyBlair to be put on ICC-trial for lying to the UK-people and starting a war in

Iraq.

Why can't you be more down-to-earth about the fact that a Ducth woman -

desireestokkel - has started
in ICC-lawcase against Holland in may2007 - which includes an ICC-trial against

DavidCameron - Nato lobbyists - Europol director?

DesireeStokkel

Op 29-10-2015 om 16:59 schreef Stop the War Coalition:

Newsletter 29.10.15 

Syria: the case against military intervention

This week the US defence secretary made clear that its troops in Syria would

be prepared to get involved in ground operations against ISIS. While this is
an acknowledgment of what is already happening, it also marks a recognition

that the airstrikes on Syria being carried out by the US for the past year are
not working. At the same time, the US is fearful of deeper involvement in a

war where Russia is now directly involved in bombing - hence the peace

talks in Vienna this week which will for the first time include Iran, previously
vetoed by the US.

The urgency to oppose further military involvement in Syria by outside

powers and in particular to prevent the British government from joining in
the bombing there is imperative. Next week there will be an important

meeting in parliament:

Syria: the case against military intervention

2 November 2015
House of Commons, 6.30pm – 8.30pm

Committee Room 12
Westminster, London SW1A 0AA

about:blank
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Chaired by Diane Abbott MP, Shadow Secretary of State for
International Development

Speakers from different parliamentary parties including:

Catherine West MP, Shadow Defence Minister
Alex Salmond MP, SNP's Foreign Affairs Spokesman

Caroline Lucas MP, Green Party
Lindsey German, Convenor of the Stop the War Coalition

Andrew Murray, Chair of the Stop the War Coalition

Come and hear the arguments against yet another disastruous UK military

escapade in the Middle East. The civil war in Syria is at least a five-way
conflict, which includes the involvement of Russia. Especially under these

circumstances, UK military meddling in Syria would be madness.

RSVP here.

about:blank
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